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Membrane proteins must balance the structural constraints of function against those of biosynthesis and folding. Transmembrane domains (TMDs), for instance, must retain sufficient hydrophobicity to undergo translocon-mediated membrane integration - a prerequisite for folding and expression. To explore how the constraints of hydrophobicity shape mutational tolerance, we have compared the proteostatic effects of mutations within hydrophobic and semi-polar TMDs. In the GPCR rhodopsin, we show that the expression of the mature protein at the plasma membrane is exquisitely sensitive to mutations within TMD7, which contains several functional polar residues. Using deep mutational scanning, we show TMD7 has a lower mutational tolerance relative to a more hydrophobic TMD, and an analysis of the sensitivity of these variants to temperature and to retinal suggest a larger fraction of TMD7 variants appear to be irreversibly misfolded. In the context of the gonadotropin-releasing hormone receptor GPCR, we show that these hydrophobicity constraints appear to have shaped evolutionary pathways. Moreover, in the voltage-gated ion channel KCNQ1 we provide evidence that functional expression levels seem to account for the misfolding caused by the inefficient translocon-mediated membrane integration of the S4 voltage sensor domain. Together, our findings shed light on how the biophysical constraints of folding impact integral membrane protein evolution and the molecular basis of disease.
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